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Abstract. Training a neural network model until convergence is an important assumption to ensure consistency of the model. In a resource-constrained environment, this assumption imposes a significant challenge. We
investigate a technique to help reduce the training time of the neural network. We propose a hybrid technique
to be applied at the training stage. The proposed hybrid technique combines a bimodal outlier removal mechanism and features selection based on genetic algorithm. We have applied the hybrid technique on regression
problem as well as a classification problem using the oil-well core log (dataset) from an oil reservoir, located
in North West Shelf, Australia. The results indicate a reduction in training time of the neural network that is
likely to be useful for models operating on larger datasets in a resource constrained environment.
Keywords: Resource constrained · Constrained environment · Resource constrained environment · Training
stage · Optimisation · Training time · Neural network · Regression · Classification · Feature selection · Bimodal
distribution · Outlier removal · genetic algorithm · Oil well · Porosity · Permeability · Well go · Oil reservoir ·
Hybrid technique.

1

Introduction

The convergence of an estimator to the target of estimation is described as consistency. The neural network is
consistent under a set of conditions primarily related to size and quality of training set, and neural network architecture. For the size of the training set approaching infinity, the neural network is guaranteed to converge. For the
size of the training set as finite, the neural network’s convergence is primarily based on the quality of the training
set [1].
Outliers impact the training time for convergence of model [1]. Size of features set impacts the computational
requirement [2]. Quality of features in training set and selection of features is an important aspect in the accuracy
and speed of neural network models as well as the model’s ability to generalise [3]. Such sensitivities in the neural
network lead to variance in output.
Removal of outliers i.e. high variance data points from the training set results in a training set that improves
generalisation [1]. One of the methods is the bimodal distribution removal technique (BDR), which is an outlier
detection and noise removing technique.
Dimensionality reduction is an optimisation problem which aims to reduce the number of features to an optimal
number. One way to achieve this is by applying a genetic algorithm (GA) [3]. This increases efficiency by reducing
the number of features in the network, which can decrease training time and improve generalisation of unseen data.
The performance of machine learning models such as fuzzy decision tree and imperialist competitive algorithm
was investigated on an oil well data set [4]. The research concluded that hybrid machine learning algorithms have
better performance and are more reliable to predict values such as predicting porosity and permeability for oil well
data in reservoir model simulations.
We present the hybrid technique, which involves the outlier removal by bimodal distribution removal [1] and
the implementation of a genetic algorithm for feature selection [5]. The hybrid technique is implemented for both
classification and regression neural networks. We have used the oil well data set and compared the results with
other papers.
The results are (1) implementation of GA and BDR help improves neural network efficiency and performance,
and (2) fractured samples are not representative of the sample for the prediction task. Further, it was also reviewed
that being in a geological straight line, preceding well can predict feature of next well, however, the accuracy is less
than 50%. The reduction in training time of the neural network is useful for models operating on larger datasets in
a resource constrained environment.
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Method
Data Set

The dataset is core logs contains samples of rock obtained from oil wells located in the North West Shelf, offshore
western Australia. The data is collected from three wells. The wells are located approximately in a straight line
from each other [6]. These were classified by an expert geologist. The data has outliers.

Fig. 1. Presence of outlier for feature PEF, RXO and NPHI.

The features available in the dataset are GR (Gamma Ray), RDEV (Deep Resistivity), RMEV (Shallow Resistivity), RXO (Flushed Zone Resistivity), RHOB (Bulk Density), NPHI (Neutron Porosity), PEF (Photoelectric
Factor), DT (Sonic Travel Time).
The truth values for prediction parameters are PHI (porosity), logK (permeability) and for classification is
FLAG (quality core sample).PHI (porosity) is defined as space inside a rock to hold fluid and logK (permeability) is
defined as the ability of a rock to transmit fluid. FLAG is defined as the quality of the core sample and classified as
Frac (means the presence of fractures in the core sample), Ok and Good. These parameters are features for reservoir
characterisation.
The characteristic of the features set is it is highly overlapping feature values.

Fig. 2. Features set is highly overlapping with different colours for different features.

2.2

Performance Measurement

For the classification task, the performance measure is an accuracy measure as this is the simplest measure depicting
the model performance.
For the regression task, the measure measurement method is mean squared error between predicted value
(regression line) and the truth value. It is a standard measure of estimate performance.
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Training Stage Optimisation with BDR

Removing noise from the training data set helps reduce training time and improve generalisation [1]. The model
proposed is called Bimodal Distribution Removal (BDR). The term Bimodal Distribution (BD) refers to the case
in which error distribution has low peaks for data points in training set where the model has learnt and high peak
for data points which have not been learned well by the model and are probably outliers [1].
This distribution implies that the model can have a mechanism which will allow detection and removal of outliers.
Data points to be permanently removed is based on the formula: Data point error ≥ meanof errorM SEST onsubset(ST )+
α ∗ standarddeviationof errorST DEST onsubset, whereαisasensitivityf actor.
Model Experiment: Investigation of BDR Parameters In BDR model, the points for investigation are: (1)
the identification of optimal learning stage (optimal epoch values) at which outlier removal mechanism should be
executed and (2) the sensitivity factor α(thecriteriaf orremovalof outliers).
Identification of optimal stage is required because if data points are removed too early then it may result in
knowledge loss from data points which the network could have learnt at a later stage. This is determined by variation
in epoch values to find the optimal stage for removal.
Based on our analysis, the optimal epoch value comes to 50 because this gives the best classification accuracy
at 51.43% and the minimum mean squared error.
Table 1. Analysis of optimal Epoch.
Model Type
Unit Epoch25
Classification Accuracy 45.24%
Regression (PHI) MSE
0.0956
Regression (logK) MSE
0.4343

Epoch50
51.43%
0.0751
0.1374

epoch75
44.29%
0.1507
0.3819

Sensitivity factor is the criteria for the removal of outliers. The optimal value is 0.5 because it results in the
best classification accuracy of 50.95% and minimum mean squared error.
Table 2. Analysis of optimal Sensitivity.
Model Type
Unit Sensitivity 0 Sensitivity 0.5 Sensitivity 1.0
Classification Accuracy 48.10%
50.95%
50.00%
Regression (PHI) MSE1
0.0952
0.0782
0.0934
Regression (logK) MSE
0.3445
0.4419
0.4477

2.4

Features Subset Selection with Genetic Algorithm

In multivariate analysis, selection of a combination of features or variables producing optimal results is termed
as an optimisation problem. Selecting the optimal features subset helps reduce the computational requirement of
the neural network and improve model performance and generalisation. The model proposed by is called Genetic
Algorithm for Feature Selection (GA) [4].
Model Experiment: Investigation of GA Parameters The functionality of the genetic algorithm is influenced by the following factors: the size of population and generation, initialisation operator, crossover probability,
probability of mutation and selection operator [7]. It is recommended to perform an analysis of optimal factors for
designing of GA [7].
The gene which is a binary operator either 0 or 1 representing active (1) or passive (0) gene. Further, Individual
is a set of features and each feature is equivalent to the gene which is each 0 or 1 in the set of features. The individual
is included in population and generations consist of multiple populations. Evaluation function or fitness function
is neural net with BDR, and it returns the accuracy of the input individual. Selection operator outputs the best
randomly chosen individuals.
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Table 3. Analysis of Crossover rate.
Model Type
Unit Crossover 0.8 Crossover 0.9 Crossover 1.0
Classification Accuracy
52.00%
56.00%
52.00%
Regression (PHI) MSE
0.2105
0.1950
0.2736
Regression (logK) MSE
0.3839
0.1891
0.2309
Table 4. Analysis of Mutation rate.
Model Type
Unit Mutation 0.01 Mutation 0.1 Mutation 1.0
Classification Accuracy
48.00%
56.00%
44.00%
Regression (PHI) MSE
0.2171
0.1950
0.2031
Regression (logK) MSE
0.1905
0.1891
0.5310

Crossover operator is set as ordered for the input individuals, which implies that crossover is implemented on
the ordered pairs. We have used the recommended crossover probability at 90% of the population [4]. The mutation
operator is set as Shuffle Indexes which shuffles the index of input individuals. We have used the mutation probability
of 1% [4].

2.5

Neural Network Architecture

The functionality of the neural network is influenced by the following factors: hidden layers, the number of neurons
in layers and connectivity between layers and neuron and input and output [8]. The network is based on one hidden
layer. The hidden layer is fully connected to both the input layer and the output layer.

Model Experiment: Investigation on Neural Network Hyper-Parameters In a neural network, the points
for investigation are: (1) identification of the optimal learning rate, (2) number of neurons in the hidden layers, (3)
number of the hidden layers and (4) number of epochs.
Based on the analysis, optimal value of the neural network optimally performs at 50 hidden neurons, learning
rate of 0.01 with 1 hidden layer and 1000 epochs.
Table 5. Analysis of neural network parameters.
Model Type

Number of Hidden Neurons
5
50
500
Classification Accuracy 45.71% 55.71% 49.52%
Regression
MSE 0.1211 0.0647
0.0464
Number of Hidden Layers
0
1
2
Classification Accuracy 46.67% 48.57%
5095%
Regression
MSE 0.0587 0.0313
0.0876

3

Unit

Learning Rate
0.001 0.01
0.1
50.48% 53.81% 55.71%
0.0504 0.0321 0.0923
Number of Epochs
100
1,000 10,000
51.90% 50.48% 50.48%
0.0515 0.0393 0.3797

Results and Discussion

3.1

Hypothesis: BDR Improves the Learning Time at Training Stage and GA Improves
Computational Time and Generalisation

Our paper hypothesis is that GA optimises features set which help improve computation time and BDR technique
remove outlier, which in turn reduce error in learning which in turn improve the performance of the model at the
training stage.
1

Mean Squared Error
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Fig. 3. Performance of classification and regression loss in three models for training.

The above graph outlines that convergence is improved by introducing BDR and GA.
Table 6. Performance measurement with and without BDR and GA.
Model Type

Unit

Features

Classification Seconds
Regression (PHI) Seconds
Regression (logK) Seconds

8
8
8

BDR
Features GA & BDR
Without With
With
0.7449 0.7159
6
0.1924
0.3151 0.2592
6
0.0578
0.3190 0.3161
3
0.0269

This concluded the hypothesis is confirmed that addition of BDR and GA techniques help improve performance.
The large dataset shall benefit more from our hybrid model due to the presence of a higher number of outliers and
volume of training data.
3.2

Data Experiment: Classification Results in Comparison with Fuzzy Clustering Classification

The hybrid technique is compared with Fuzzy Clustering Classification as the baseline [6].
Table 7. Classification of core log samples from three wells.
Well
1
2
3

3.3

Classification Accuracy
FCC BDR BDR & GA
70.00% 56.00% 56.00%
75.00% 56.00% 61.00%
60.00% 56.00% 64.00%

Data Experiment: Predicting PHI and logK with Core Samples Marked as Fractured

Regression experiments were conducted including fractured samples and excluding fractured samples. The aim is
to analyse model behaviour to patterns that are considered noise by the expert.
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The result depicts that adding fractured sample increases the mean squared error confirming that removing the
fractured sample enhances model prediction accuracy.
Table 8. Mean squared error of prediction including and excluding fractured sample.
Model Type
Unit Including fractured Samples Excluding fractured Samples
Regression (PHI) MSE
0.1057
0.1044
Regression (logK) MSE
0.4404
0.4344

3.4

Data Experiment: Prediction of Well Based on Previous Well

Geographically, the wells are located approximately on the straight line from each other: Well 3, Well 1 and Well 2.
The experiment is performed to evaluate well 3 data to predict values of well 1 and use well 1 data to predict well
2 values.
Based on the results, it is observed that wells being in the straight line, have better prediction ability (as depicted
by lesser mean square error and higher accuracy) to predict the next well in a geographic straight line.
Table 9. Using well 3 train set to predict and classify well 1 results and using well 1 train set to predict well 2 results.
Model Type

Experiment 1
Training Test Result
Classification Accuracy Well 3 Well 1 62.00%
Regression (PHI) MSE
Well 3 Well 1 0.0826
Regression (logK) MSE
Well 3 Well 1 0.1212

4

Unit

Experiment 2
Training Test Result
Well 1 Well 2 30.67%
Well 1 Well 2 0.3915
Well 1 Well 2 0.3700

Conclusion and Future Work

We propose a hybrid approach by combining data outlier removal and features selection methods. The hybrid
technique reduces training time and computational resources.
The neural network is computational resource intense [9]. Therefore, in addition to optimisation of features
selection and reduction of outliers, learning important connections and pruning unimportant connections improves
neural network efficiency on a large dataset.
An area of improvement is to focus on optimising neural network topology by using the technique for constructing
the network and adding the number of neurons and the number of hidden layers. This includes implementation of
the technique of [10] which is the use of GA for development of NN. The key issue in the GA algorithm is fitness
function and proposed hybrid and adaptive fitness [11], which will be the focus of our future research.
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